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This booklet is the work of students from 5 countries, under the supervision 

of their teachers 

 

They had to write in mother tongue, tales upon their regions.  

The best 3 ones of each countries have been translated to be presented to 

partners countries. 

The best one of each country (selected by students) has been scenarised and 

played in each country. 

 

 

Enjoy reading… 
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THE GOLD TRIANGLE 
 

Barbaste was an ancient country-house of the XIIIth century, evolving around the 

Mill Of Tours, place of passage with her Romanic bridge to export and import the wheat 

and the flour on Baïse. This fortress belonged to king Henri IV who stayed there a lot. His 

four  towers, which had no same height, were there to respect a strategy of defense in 

case of attack. The legend said that they contained a treasure in their stones. 

 

Charles de Bourbon lived with its mother Jeanne of Albret and his sisters Marie and 

Madeleine there. He spent his days hunting and fishing in the wood of Cauderoue and in 

Gélise. Prince Charles was rather a handsome man with his big green eyes. His head always 

raised a fair and curly wig. He was quite tall (approximately 1,70 meters), modest, brave 

and kind. His biggest defects were his impulsiveness and his arrogance. 

 

He had started a big friendship with the girl of the smith who lived in the street on 

the opposite side: the Street Riberotte. The house of Elizabeth looked like this 

description there: a rather old house with two windows in bull's-eye. The door was made of 

kark wood with two bolts at the top and below. When we arrived a green gate welcomed us 

extended by a rather big terrace, covered with Romanic tiles. Nobody liked going to the 

smith's, little welcoming man. Her daughter, her, was very attractive with blue eyes and 

long fair hair. Rather rash and autonomous for a villager, she had found a friend with this 

young prince. 

 

By following the Romanic bridge on the way which led behind the meadow, was a very 

dark and wet wash house. His grey stones supported the wooden framework. At the 

bottom, we guessed a trey full of vase and foam. Any goshawk, the vegetation grew fast 

thanks to the water which flowed since the river below. And in this cold and glaucous place 

which gave gooseflesh, lived a monster! 

 

The creature had bristly and frizzy hair which fell and got tangled. Its hemmed and 

unstuck ears moved in the direction of the wind. The whitish, rough and wrinkled skin 

wrinkled so much that we did not see any more the face. its hooked and bushy eyebrows 

frowned. The grim and red harmful eyes went out of their orbits and dilated under his 

falling and heavy eyelids. Its hooked nose, with a wart, came out, bled and twisted itself in 

all directions by cracking. Its dry, cracked and pale lips discolored so much that they 

seemed so pale as its teint. We did not see them any more! 

 

Since their meeting, prince Charles and Elizabeth never stopped chasing the 

monster of the wash house which wanted to seize the treasure of the Mill of Towers and 

which frightened the whole village! Then to prevent it from it, they had developed a plan: 

the Golden triangle! The Romanic bridge was the center of the triangle by which the 

monster had to pass to be overcome; but it knew it very well and it was for it that  it never 

crossed it. Elizabeth had to be used as a bait ! The prince gave the treasure to her friend, 
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a real marvel of red, green and blue jewels around a diadem. It had to be enough to 

attract the villain behind her. 

 

When Elizabeth appeared, frightened, the monster smelt the tempting odor of the 

girl and the treasure and rushed on the bridge. At this moment, the prince appeared and 

committed in a battle to the sword against him. In spite of the dreadful fright which rose 

in him, he showed an immense bravery and, in a last effort, cut the throat of the animal 

which was going to throw  itself on Elizabeth. The magic of the gold triangle had operated 

and weakened the monster which, so, was killed by the prince. 

 

Charles honored his father and his court, but what mattered for him most, was to 

make happy Elizabeth, with whom it had saved the village of the influence of the creature. 

Since its disappearance, all the village lived happy and in serenity. We were finally able to 

celebrate the union of both lovers and, as a wedding  present, guess what Charles offered 

to his beautiful? A magnificent diadem set by red, green and blue diamonds ! But what 

united them most stayed their great adventure. The marriage took place in the enjoyment 

and the good mood and they sang bawdy songs. The marriage finished at dawn. In the early 

hours, Charles and Elizabeth realized that they were united for life. They moved together 

for the capital of France, Paris, where you could see for the first times a smith’s daughter 

marrying a prince. 
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THE STRANGE CASE OF THE LOST BINKY 
 

My strange story has for frame a very real village of Lot-et-Garonne, named Buzet-

sur-Baïse. This village of 1319 inhabitants was followed on one side by the side channel to 

the Garonne and on the other one by the highway A62. It was also full of woods, fields and 

vineyards. The main activity was agriculture with the wine production of Buzet. We so 

found there a cooperative cellar, a port with boats for the river tourism, but also a school, 

a small library and several sports grounds or small shops. From the channel, began a wide 

street leading up to the city hall where it parted into two fine parallel streets, followed by  

wall houses. 

 

Outside of this village, two woody hills faced each other. The one was combed by an 

immense and majestic castle, from the Middle Age, which amounted towards the sky to 

almost touch it. On the other one, smaller, were several houses among which that one of 

Bastien, recent construction with swimming pool and garden, in the edge of the wood of 

Notre-Dame-des-Champs. Thirty-year-old gendarme, he lived alone with his daughter 

Marie there, six-year-old. He was fascinated by inquiries and by nature and adored walking 

with her in this immense wood which overhung their house. 

But one day, the girl lost her security blanket there. Bastien decided to look for it. 

By measuring this dense vegetation, he discovered strange tracks and decided to follow 

them. They made him pass in the middle of all these trees, branches, brambles, leaves and 

wild flowers, to arrive in a small clearing shaped by the man who had set up a religious 

statue there to protect the village. Tracks stopped in a hollow tree trunk; a heap of bones 

of animals hid the ground there. A deep anxiety seized you brutally when you approached 

this place. The rumors said that a small-sized hairy individual from head to foo, lived in 

this wood for decades. Bastien had never seen him, but he felt observed. He prefered to 

leave rapidly. 

 

He slept very badly this night, because he heard strange noisespermanently. The 

following morning, as every morning, the gendarme and his daughter got ready. Bastien 

accompanied him every day to the school. This one, dating the fifties, was constituted by a 

long building all in one piece, on the same level, with an immense court yard which faced 

him. In his environment, were two identical staircases harming for one of classrooms on 

the left and for the other one the same number of classrooms on the right; this 

architectural distinction was certainly in connection with the fact, that at that time, the 

boys were separated from the girls. In the school playground, were purposes of soccer, 

baskets of basketball, ping-pong tables and squirrels boxes. The whole thing was 

surrounded by fences for more security. 

 

This morning, Marie who was playing near this wire netting, saw a shade behind a 

bush outside the court. Not feeling the danger, she approached a little bit closer. 

Suddenly, a small hairy man jumps up and began to climb the railing. The girl gave a so 

strong cry that the other pupils became afraid and ran in all directions. The director 

decided to contact immediately some help and gathered the pupils in the dining hall. 
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Bastien and his partner quickly arrived on the scene. He faced the small-sized 

individual. His skin was crumpled, his twisted fingers, its big and wide nose, its ruffled and 

dirty hair; but his look seemed frightened! His fine lips moved as to try to speak, but no 

sound went out. Bastien asked him to release what he had in hands. The "monster" obeys 

immediately and Bastien was able to see the security blanket of his daughter landing on 

the ground. He understood at once that this "monster" only wished to return to his owner 

the one that she liked so much! The gendarme advanced and bent slowly to collect him. He 

remained careful even if the soft look of the unknown moved him. He decided to tighten 

hishand to thank him. Surprised, this one had a backlash, but held out to  him quickly his 

hairy hand while saying "Benat"; it was his first name! He then ran away towards the wood 

of Notre-Dame-des-Champs. 

 

That very evening, Bastien and Marie went to the tree lived with a chocolate cake to 

try to thank Benat. The tree being empty, they left the food and returned. The following 

morning, by opening the shutter of the lounge, what surprise they had to see Benat petting 

their cat. They approached slowly. This one tightened them the grape which it had just 

collected. Since then, it is not rare that these new friends find themselves to share 

moments of friendship as the apéritif, because Benat adores crisps and peanuts. 

 

Sometimes you have to watch over appearances. 
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JEAN AND THE GOLEM 
 

My strange story, as I have to tell you it, takes place in a very real town in Lot et Garonne, 

in Barbaste. This village, inhabited by 1500 souls, was so named since 1259, in 

remembrance of the city of Barbastre in Aragon.it was composed of four sections : the 

village and three hamlets of the beas, Cauderou and Lausseignan.its History had been 

associated for a while with the windmill of the towers and with the Roman bridge, built at 

the end of the 13th century. Located between Bordeaux and Toulouse, on the edge of the 

Landes, Barbaste was a strategic point for the cork and the wood, in addition to the grain 

activity of the windmill of the towers.  

Our hero, a modest lumberjack, live in a house belonging to this village, it was place called 

« cabana ». in the middle of the woods, his humble house, made of stone, was idealy placed 

for its logging activity. With its old oven bread ans its beautiful pines and oaks, this place 

was quiet and bright, surounded by animals .  

Jean Hache, so was he, 20 years old, had lost his parents during a fire forrest. They had 

to fend alone, without any brothers or sisters. Jean was a force of nature, smart and 

lonely. He became a lumberjack by the force of things. His favorite activity was playing 

rugby. He was very brave, he was not scared by hard labour. He had been able to get 

through it all…he was very attached to his duty.  

Often, in the morning, he went on running. He ran through a place in the forrest called « 

the Laou », a few hundred meters from home. One day, as he was running, a deep anxiety 

seized him brutally. He was facing an underground vault made of stone, hidden in the 

middle of vegetation and surrounded by water. This marshy, dismal and very wet place 

froze your blood. Every single aspect of this area was frightening and inhospitable.  

On a morning, he whistled his dog for his daily walk. Jean hache sought him everywhere : 

around his house, in the woods…but before going back he noticed fingerprints and 

something else, much bigger. Jean follows the prints and found himself facing the famous 

underground vault of the Laou…he dared not to go. Determined to recover his companion 

he walked back to village to look for some help.  

On his way, he heard noises comming from Caparivet tower. Former guard tower built in 

the middle of the woods during the 13th century, offered a view over the surrounding 

forest. It only remained a big gate but it was nevertheless majestic. Jean hache 

discovered a womand who was captive into the dungeon. He was about to free her.she said 

him that the vault was the main entrance of a cave that was golem’s den. She had 

discovered its existence while walking in the woods. She also revealed the weak point of 

the monster…  

Jean went back and found the golem facing him ! he hesitated for a while…he was scared 

but he went through the action ! He passed throught trees and insects and spiders to 

reach his target. As he was walking a heavy mass fell on his shoulders…he turned 

around…he was in front of the Golem.  
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Golem’s skin was like a cameleon, it could change of color and it was also wet and slimy. So 

it was difficult to catch it. Then the golem rose up and streched out like a bow. It was 

impressive, mud was projected all around the place. Golem’s face was impressive, horrific. 

His leeps let his teeth shinning in the dark like blades. Through his mouth his tongue like a 

snakes’s one. The Golem it the victims it swallowed people and buried them in the swamp. 

His eyes were red and black and frightened to death the one who would watch it in the 

eyes. It was when it teached 3 meters high that it was the the most impressive. Its 

roaring was impressive too. Despite his fear and his astonishment, jean attacked the 

beast. But the monster liquefied itself to reappear further. Jean hit it with his axe but its 

enemy responded by this liquefaction. Jean understood that he would not win the game if 

the Golem liquefied itself constantly. The golem, during its reapparition spilled an oil 

barrel on the ground. Jean get a flaming torch from the wall to fire the oil. The monster 

get solid thanks to the heat of the fire and Jean dealt it a violent punch on the head that 

broke up into pieces. Then he released his dog which came to his arms and thanked him like 

any good dogs do.  

They went home, glad to be reunited. Later Jean blocked definitly the entrance of the 

vault. He married the young woman he released and they lived peacefully the rest of their 

lives. 
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ST. MICHAEL AND THE RUSTY ANCHOR 
 

 

A group of tourists is having a trip in the abbey of Saint Michael, located in the Historical 

core of Procida, Terra Murata. The excursion is going still, until one item catches the 

group's attention. It is a big, old, rusty anchor. It's quite unusual finding such an object in 

the basement of a church, so the group starts asking the guide information about it, and it 

comes out that the anchor dates back the XIV century.  

There is a legend related to that times, namely St. Michael's appearance, which is 

believed to happen on 8th May in 1535. That day, the infamous corsair Barbarossa landed 

on the beaches of the island. His army of Saracens was about to get through the door of 

Terra Murata and entering in the citadel, where all the citizens were locked, disheartened 

and frightened, praising Saint Michael to rescue  them, as they were totally defenceless 

and hopeless.  

 

The holy protector saw their dismay, listened their cry, and when everything was 

about to be lost, here it came the Celestial Prince, descending from the Heaven.  

Suddenly, Terra Murata was shrouded by giants tongues of fire, and the sky above 

vibrated as thunders and lighting busted without pose. Barbarossa and his fleet where so 

intimidated by these happenings, that they cut the chains of the anchors instead of sailing 

them, and headed back from where they came as fast as they could. 

In later times, scuba divers found this anchor off Procida's coast, and it's believed that 

this anchor was one of the ones left here by the Saracens ships that the legend talks 

about. 
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BORDERS OF LOVE 

This is a story of a great and true love between two young lovers: Restituta, a beautiful 

girl living in Ischia and Gian, a brave boy living in Procida. The great Italian writer Giovanni 

Boccaccio wrote a ‘novella’ of his Decameron about their unconditional love.  

Gian has swam all night long from Procida to Ischia to see his love. Once in Ischia he 

discovered that Restituta had been kidnapped by a group of merchants from Calabria while 

she was gathering some shells on the beach. She seemed frightened because she didn’t 

understood why they were abducting her. The wiser merchants of all eventually decided to 

offer her to the king of Sicily. 

She was such a lovely girl that all the merchants were willing to have her. In the end they 

decided to bring her to the king of Sicily who hosted her in one of the castle’s room 

waiting to hold her after his recovery.  

Gian was desperate, he travelled through Calabria and Sicily to rescue his love. Finally he 

succeeded to release her from prison.  

The lovers were finally reunited. Restituta was so scared for the possible consequences. 

While talking they fell asleep in the castle’s room. The day after the king found them 

together. In an extremely angry rage he couldn’t believe his eyes. He then ordered two 

guards to bring the lovers in the main square and have them executed. The young lovers 

did not deserve to die. They implored the determined king to have mercy of them. 

Eventually a voice from the crowd raised up: it was Ruggeri di Loria, the king’s admiral who 

had recognized Gian as the nephew of one of Federic’s best soldier.  

Restituta and Gian were finally released and happy to live together ever after.  
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“IT IS MUCH BETTER TO SAY BADLY  

SOMETHING THAT IS BELIEVED TO BE A POET  

AND TO SAY WELL WHAT THEY WANT US TO SAY TO OTHERS” 

 
Our beautiful island of Procida has been the set of a very famous film, “THE POSTMAN”, 

which had the power to put together many of the typical aspects of “ the procidan way of 

life”: a simple life, based on fishing, on solid family values, on the fear of all that is new.  

In  1994 Michael Radford and Massimo Troisi directed the film. 

It tells a fictional story in which the real life Chilean poet Pablo Neruda forms a relation 

ship with a simple Postman who learns to love poetry.  

It stars Philippe Noiret, Massimo Troisi and Maria Grazia Cucinotta. 

Maybe we can say that poetry itself was real protagonist of the film , because every scene 

shot on the beach or in sea village of Corricella, is a himn to poetry. Poetry with its 

metaphors helps the two lovers to crown their dreams of love. Today, if you go on “the 

Postman beach”, you can feel that deep tie that linked the Postman Mario Ruoppolo to his 

teacher Pablo and you can hear old promises they did one another. In the small village of 

Corricella there’s now a square dedicated to the actor Mssimo Troisi, who died after the 

end of the film. If you go there, you breathe the atmosphere that made the film so 

famous: the simplicity of the fisherman life. 

The work of fisherman who lives near the sea is certainly fascinating, like all the knots 

that link man to nature. It brings to mind the long starry nights, the summer sunrises, and 

many other literary figures. But beyond poetry there is more. There is first of all a 

knowledge handed down from father to son, the expertise to make knots and melt them, 

the enviable ability to be delicate at the right time and strong, indeed very strong when it 

is time to be. The sea stays  in the eyes full of light and in the hands of many, but only few 

prove it for decades with indescribable passions. Many tell stories lived in this village, with 

the skin burnt by the sun, but the story that struck me most is that of Antonio. Now he is 

about 80 years old and he started helping the family going down to this village at the age 

of six. Although it was not of great help he had to collaborate to earn a piece of bread 

during the day for him and his father. His mother unfortunately died of acute bronchitis, 

untreatable at the time. His father had to look after the younger brothers who still did 

not go to school so the only one who could help was Antonio. He still thanks what was his 

strength in those dark times, Michele. A typical fisherman born in Procida Michele, who 

seeing Antonio always busy helping others in exchange for what would have been his 

brothers' dinner,  decided to offer him a more "stable" job. On May 18, Michele returned 

home for the first time with a full bread bag and a gorgeous smile. A few months later 

Antonio's brothers began to go to school and his father went down to thank Michele. 

Father: "Thank you for making my son smile" Michele: "Thanks to you, for giving life to a 

person who will have great values". Oh yes, Michele was right, today such values are 

difficult to acquire but I hope that anyone who reads this story thinks a little bit more 

about them as real examples of what LIFE is. Michele and Antonio are still friends despite 

the years of difference filled by their mutual  bond linked to the unique spot of Marina 

Corricella. 
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EMERYK 

 

The story happened long time ago in the XI century while Bolesław Chrobry was  

the king of Poland. One day Hungarian Prince-Emeryk, who was travelling in the 

Świętokrzyskie Mountains, met a woman called Sophia. People say he felt in love with her 

at the very first sight and built a beautiful Palace in Poland. However, Emeryk was a selfish 

man which was not approved by his beloved one. While Sophia was a kind, helpful  

and beautiful lady.  

One day Prince confessed his love to Sophia, however, she rejected his feelings. 

Emeryk got angry with her and told his knights to capture Sophia. He kept her  

in the Palace at the top of the hill. She was ordered to do some housework, however, she 

was told not to enter a secret chamber.  

One day when Emeryk was away Sophia walked into the room. At first sight it was  

a gloomy and frightening place. In the middle of the room, there was a wooden table with  

a glass box on it. What was inside, she wondered? While looking closely, she recognized  

a stone heart. Unbelievable, she thought. Suddenly, she heard steps and immediately 

grabbed the box and left the room. When Prince came back she went to ask him to let her 

free. Emeryk did not agree and told Sophia that she would spend the rest of her days in 

the Palace. She was angry with Emeryk so she run for the stone heart and destroyed it. 

The same time Emeryk felt pain in his chest. He ran into his chamber and realized that the 

stone heart disappeared. He started destroying everything on his way. The stone heart 

was supposed to protect him against evil forces. When he was fifteen, the witches put  

a spell on him. As a young boy while hunting in the forests with his father, he killed one of 

the witches.  

Every minute Emeryk became more and more cruel. Sophia escaped from the Palace 

and ran to the Holy Cross Monastery. Emeryk was trying to capture her once again, 

however, he turned into the stone figure just at the foot of the Holy Cross Mountain. 

It is believed that he moves one grain of sand each year trying to get to the top of the 

hill. When he reaches the place he will be human again.  

The legend also says that Sophia while coming back from the Monastery met witches  

and became one of them. For many, many years she observed the stone figure of Emeryk 

just not to let him reach the top. Each year she moves back the stone figure using magic 

spells. 
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MALINA 
 

Unce upon a time, in the middle of the Świętkorzyskie Mountains, there was a girl 

called Malina. She was the prettiest girl in this region. All the boys wanted to date with 

her, however, she was so much in love with the nature and mysterious world of forests 

that she rejected the feeling of all the men. 

What did she do? She walked in the mountains, picked some herbs and flowers and 

sold them in the nearby market. She admired picking up forest fruit like blackberries and 

cranberries and made delicious jellies to sell. Each morning she woke up early to visit 

forest animals, talk to them. Some people say that she knew their speech. She also helped 

parents in the house. Malina was a good girl, helpful and kind to everyone in the village of 

Nowa Słupia.  

There was a special place that Malina liked to visit at the top of the mountain. It 

was a boulder field, full of rocks and amazing herbs. She collected them to make 

medicines.  

One day, one of Władysaw Jagiełło knights travelled through the mountains to visit 

the Holy Cross Monastery. In the forest he decided to go hunting. While walking though 

the bushes he was bitten by a snake. He could not move his legs, he laid by the tree and 

prayed for help. Other knights did not hear him because he did not have enough strength 

to shout. When Malina was coming back from the daily walk, she saw a beautiful deer and 

started to follow him. The deer took the girl to the injured knight. When she saw him she 

knew what to do, she went quickly home for some herbal medicines. If it had not been for 

Malina, the knight would have died. The knight was taken to the Monastery to recover with 

the help of local monks. However, he remembered about the girl and he wanted meet her 

again. 

It was the last day of his stay in the mountains. He went to the rocky fields to see 

the sunset. Suddenly, he saw Malina picking up flowers. She looked so beautiful, like part 

of the nature. 

-I would like to thank you for your help-he whispered. 

-You’re welcome, I just did what I had to.  

-I’m afraid that I would not leave from this place… because  

of you. You saved my life but taken my heart.  

Suddenly, the deer appeared, the couple saw a beautiful shiny cross among its 

antlers, they thought it was a blessing from the God above.  

The knight never went hunting again, and never used his sword. Walking though the 

rocky fields and forests was more pleasurable than ever before.  
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DOBRUSIA-THE FIRST KIND HEARTED WITCH 
 

 

 

 

 

Dear readers, let me tell you a story about the witch that used to live in  

the Świętkorzyskie Mountains. This unusual creature was totally different from others. 

She was the kindest witch that I have ever heard of.  

Long time ago, in a small house, somewhere near the forest in the Świętokrzyskie 

Mountains used to live a small girl named Dobrusia. She liked to play near the mountainous 

stream which was near her house. One day, like usually, she went to play. When she 

reached the place, she saw an elderly woman sitting on the stone.  

-‘Welcome my child’ - the old lady said. ‘My name is Theophila’. Dobrusia was a brave girl so 

she went straight to greet the lady. The time passed and the sun began to set. The girl 

wanted come back home, however, promised to meet Theophila every day to bring her some 

food. 

Days, months and years passed, Dobrusia grew up and became a beautiful woman, but 

still was helpful to an old lady. One day when she was rushing to meet Theophila she heard 

knocking at the door. It was her-the old lady stood next to her. 

-‘Welcome my dear!’ I would like to thank you for your help and tell you that I have to 

leave soon. You’ve got a good heart so I will show you some magic tricks which can be 

helpful for other citizens in the village. You can do good deeds thanks to magic power and 

become the first kind hearted witch.  

It happened as she said and the elderly woman left. Dobrusia was very sad because 

she lost her friend. However, she decided to find a person with a good heart to pass this 

powerful gift witch is magic. I would just like to tell you that it was not that easy at times. 

Goodness and kindness is a rare quality.  
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THE LEGEND OF RIO TINTO 
 

In past times, before the foundation of Portugal, there was a rural village near Porto, 

where there were many farms. 

 This village lived on agriculture, hunting, fishing and handicrafts.  

 

RIO TINTO 
 In this small fertile village, where the river waters were used for the cultivation, there 

was a monastery of nuns who worked in the fields.  

 

 Over time this village has developed and today it is a nearby city of Porto, being the 

largest in the municipality of Gondomar. 

In the old days, the river had clear waters; however, with the urbanization and 

industrialization of the city, it ended up losing its ecosystem.  

 

 In medieval times the people were barbarians and the battles, with dead and bloody 

wounded were common. This shocks the most humanistic modern mentality but, the 

barbarities are even greater with modern and more destructive weapons.  

 Today, would there be a battle on the banks of the river that caused such a death? 

 What is in our thinking and will is to seek meeting points, to negotiate to solve conflicts, 

to make treaties, to respect human rights.  

 Therefore, apart from the picturesque history of the name of the river, there could be 

another origin caused by the colour of the land or even by the pollution. 

 Indeed, positive aspects such as rejection of violent conflict, commitment to clean water 

and respect for people and cultures should be valued. 
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THE NEW LEGEND OF RIO TINTO 
 

(Christian laundresses were washing the bloody clothes of the soldiers on the banks of the 
city's clearest river.) 
Isabel: (while washing the clothes) - The Moors have been prowling our river ... I think 

they want to steal it. On hearing these words Fatima, Mary and Victoria approach the 

riverbank, bringing more clothing) 

Maria: That’s what they wanted! Only over my dead body! 

Victory: Mary, do not be so selfish. There would be no problem if they were on the other 

side of the river, since we did not use it... 

 Fatima :( angrily) - Stay all day looking at the face of those bastards!  

Victory: (whispering) - And they wouldn’t want to look at your face, too... 

(Meanwhile, on the other side of the river, a little away from the bank, the Moors were 
talking) 
Aaminah: Have you ever looked at that river? those waters? They are the most beautiful 

and clearest I have ever seen! 

Laila: But it's already occupied, I went there on the other day and the laundresses that 

were there did not have friendly  faces . I do not know if they will accept us with open 

arms... 

Samira: They do not have to accept us, as long as we succeed in winning it. 

Laila: I do not think that's a good idea ... 

Samira: Do you have any better ideas? 

(Samira approaches the banks of the river with a confident air, carrying a  basket of 
bloody clothes. Maria, Isabel and Fatima look at her arrogantly) 
Isabel: I did not tell you? They are already taking possession of our river ... 

Maria: They do not even... 

Victory: (interrupting) – IT’S ENOUGH!! 

Fatima: What are you doing here, you little bastard? 

Samira: I'm washing my soldiers' clothes, don’t you see? 

Mary: There are many rivers ... this belongs to the Christians!  

(Meanwhile, Aaminah and Laila approach the bank) 
Aaminah: ( joking): This river belongs to Christians? Do you have your name written on it? 

Isabel: Do you know how long we've been laundresses here? There are more years than 

your own age. 

Victoria: Can you all stop? We might as well share the river! 

Laila: No way! 

Victory: Why not? We never had any confrontation between us and even if we had there 

was always way to finish it, now they have to stop being rivals of each other, because we 

are going nowhere with these discussions. Now without any misunderstandings, you Moors 

stand on this bank of the river and we stay on the other. 

Maria: I think it's a good idea! 

Fatima: (throwing the bloody clothes) "Are you crazy? 
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(The washerwomen approaches the river after this huge confusion and they return to wash 
their clothes full of blood, but now with the company of the Moors washerwomen, but the 
blood was so much that it began to change the colour of the river ...) 
Samira: What's happening to the river? 

Isabel: It was your clothes! 

Victoria: Girls, don’t worry, because the clothes are full of the soldiers' blood, and now 

that we're more, it's normal the colour to be this. 

(Now all in chorus ...) 
All: The River has turned reddish, dyed ... Now it will become Rio Tinto! 

The battles for Rio Tinto 
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THE FIGHTS IN RIO TINTO 
 

Rio Tinto is born in Ermesinde, in the region of Valongo, at an altitude of 200 

meters, and flows for 10.6 Km, joining the Douro River, at Freixo, Porto. The 

abundance of water associated to the soil’s fertility benefitted the owners of 

numerous farmlands. 

In 1989 there were still very big farms. Today much of this area is occupied by 

several urbanizations and city buildings. 

In 1758 there were 45 water mills in operation; in 1935 there were 8 and today? 

How many? 

 

THE RIVER:  

They have always fought for me… and I have always fought against man’s struggles. That’s 

why I am a wasted river … a sorry soul… 

The Christians and the Muslims fought…. Religious and family matters, forbidden loves, 

and tears of hope were spread into my waters… I was “bloodied”, red from so much blood, 

says the legend… 

 
 THE WASHERWOMAN  (singing while she washes in the river): 
“I went to wash in the River Tinto 
I arrived without any soap 
I washed my clothes with roses 
Whose scent perfumes my hands” 
 

THE RIVER: 

How nice it was to hear the women singing as they washed in my running waters, always 

clean, but sometimes scarce... 

In the summer time, when I was starving of water, the farmers and the millers used to 

fight... either  they would divert my waters to water their fields, in Chão Verde and 

Varziela, or  they would take me to the watermills .... grind grind  miller grind …. how I miss 

those mills. 

 

MILLER (with his sieve): 

It's on this stone, round and round, the corn is ground...is ground... and with this flour 

bread is born that shall not forsa..0ke our table 

 

FARMER (with his hoe): 

I will open trenches so that water in them shall run … to water the corn that before it is 

rippen, must be beautifully green!... 

 

THE RIVER: 

When the rains are strong, I abandon my bed and swamp the fields …. I swiftly run 

dragging with me soil aplenty in which abounds red clay.... yes, I am the Red River!... 
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The red of blood, of clay, but also of pollution that is currently released in my waters.... 

that is progress!!.... Industries that use products thrown into my body, a body of water, 

multicoloured paint and shades and chemicals and ..... (sadly) pollution... yes, I am Red and 

foolish and disgusting!... 

 

FISHERMAN: 

Here I fished some barb fish and some trout for my family... I used to watch them 

jumping in the stream of transparent water! Today, not even a glimpse!... 

 

THE RIVER: 

Nor fish, nor plants …. those which used to caress my margins like the ash trees, and the 

poplars, and the willows.... 

It was progress that stole that part of me.... I hardly breathe in those dark lifeless 

pipes... and what weight upon my body: buildings and more buildings and streets with so 

many cars …. a nightmare! 

When I am released into the fresh air, I can't smile any longer! 

 

REAL-ESTATE (agent with a sign): 

From a T0 to a T3 flat... with a view upon the river.... visit today 

 

 

RIO TINTO DEFENDERS (in chorus, with banners): 
Free the river! Free the river! 

 

No to real estate exploitation! 

For the protection of nature! 

No to the invasion of cement! 

For the defense of species! 

 

ALL: 

Today the fight is different: we have to stop the death of the river! 

The colour of the river needs be found! 
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ANGEL OF HELP 
 

It was a new day in Çağdaş Street. But this nice day wasn’t good for Candoğan 

Family because a new family member will attend their family. Selim was father who is 

forced because of his debts didn’t want to make sad his family more. But he couldn’t say 

the others he wasn’t rich enough to grow one child more. However Bahar was aware of 

everything but she didn’t want her husband was sad so she was working in all works that 

she found without think her pregnancy. Also they have argued because of this reason with 

her husband Selim recently. Both of them were waiting the birth desperately. After eight 

months there was a month to birth. Their all neighbours were talking about their new baby 

in the Street. At the same time Contractor Latif and his wife Ayşe heard this news too. 

Latif likes Selim so much they have been good friends since childhood so he and his wife 

went to Candoğan’s home to congrats them first. While they were going Latif thought to 

buy something from patisserie it wasn’t true to go without nothing for them. After they 

bought something and arrived Candoğan’s home. When they arrived home Selim and Bahar 

were sitting in the sitting room thoughtfully. Latif and Ayşe knocked the door and Bahar 

opened it. When she saw them she was shocked because they weren’t waiting for them too 

see. Ayşe asked politely; 

-I think you weren’t waiting for us Bahar…Were you avaliable? 

Bahar became normally and invited their gusets to sitting room. Selim stood up 

immediately and showed them a place for sitting. He was shocked too. Latif noticed Selim’s 

anxious on his face and he asked; 

-What’s the matter Selim…You look so thoughtfull. 

Selim answered shyly; 

-We are anxious about our new baby.You know it wasn’t easy to grow up a child. 

Latif confirmed and he said; 

-Of course you are right but don’t forget we’re always with you If you have your problem 

you know will come to whom. 

Selim was embrassed but he was in a confident manner to his friend; 

-Thanks for all Latif but you know I couldn’t want anything from anybody. 

Latif was aware of Selim’s embrassment and finished the conversation. 

   After a few weeks Bahar wake up suddenly she was in severe gripes. Selim was in a hurry 

to go to the hospital.He went to leave their son Emir to their neighbour. He drove fast 

because he wants to deliver his wife to hospital in the shortest time. He entered the 

emergency and told everything about his wife to doctors. After the doctors controlled 

Bahar and decided to start her opeariton because time was to birth. They took her to 

operating room immediately. Selim was so anxious and he started walking in front of the 

opearting room. After three and a half hours he thought that there was a problem because 

took long hours of opearation. Finally a nurse went out from operating room and said him to 

be calm but there was a healthy problem about his baby so was taken to intensive care. 

Poor Selim was so desperate and he piled to one of the companion seat. When he saw a 

nurse opened the opearting room’s door he felt better and ran to see his wife but he 

couldn’t catch her because nurses took her to elevator. After that Selim went to the 

doctor’s room to learn his wife and his baby’s health situation. When he went out the room 
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he was so relaxed because he heard the good news from the doctor. Both of them were 

very healthy. But this happines was short for him there was a big problem again …The 

hospital was private institution so Selim thought how to pay the hospital’s fee with his 

minimum vage. He came to Bahar’s room but he decided not to tell something anybody 

about this problem even his wife too. He entered the room happily The doctor came and 

said Bahar and baby were very healthy so they are about to be discharged tomorrow. Selim 

never slept that night he was really happy to have a cihild more but he knows that he 

wasn’t be able to grow her. 

    Next day they started to prepare for leaving the hospital. Bahar and their babies were 

waiting for Selim in the car. Selim went to pay desperately. When he came to cashiers 

office he was so anxious and asked for fee to cashier. Cashier woman said him all hospital’s 

cost were paid by Latif Aydemir and he didn’t have to pay any fee. Selim was so surprised 

and relaxed to hear that words he went to his car in a hurry. As soon as he rode his car his 

mobile phone called Latif was calling him he relaxed and answered the phone happily… 

-Hi Selim I hope you liked my gift please don’t say anything wait for my speaking’s end I 

have a news for you too. We started a construction in Bursa I want you to be master of 

the workers as I know you were in this industry for many times and you are an important 

member so I offer you this job. But I have a condition for this my dear friend I want you 

to put your daughter’s name is Melek (Angel ). 

Selim was surprised and he said; 

-I was so happy to hear it Latif and also I was embrassed against you…Don’t worry I will 

make true your wish thanks for all you did. 

-A Selim it was not important we’re here for bad days and We’re so helpful folks as you 

know of course I would help my best friend…Please never mention about your embrasment 

once again I just helped my old friend Don’t forget everybody needs help too. 

  While they were driving to home Selim told everything to his wife. Bahar wanted to put 

theirs baby’s name Melek (Angel)…Finally there was a word in his Selim’s mind; 

           ‘’ You kept up my help with your luck my little angel’’ 
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GOOD PEOPLE NEVER DIE 
 

   The planes which’s voices come out so loudly like making people’s ears deaf, are flying 

over  Syria. They were walking for days . 

   Elif could get only her toy which she loves most. She hugs her doll firmly. She used to go 

to Middle School. She wonders how are her friends  who she used to play games  with. 

   When their dad and grandfather passed away in the war, they moved. Her mum Fatma 

has made a hard decision which is moving new places where she can grow up her kids. Years 

make the woman  tired. It was so hard for them to leave from the place that they have 

lived for years and the neighbors  and relatives who they had lived for years. However her 

kids Hasan and Elif… 

    Hasan keeps going to High School . The school is about to close. He will graduate and go 

to university.He doesn’t know anymore what is  going to happen in the future.He has got his 

family’s responsibilitiy on his shoulders anymore. 

   When they see the red-white flag , they recognise that they reach the border. Finally 

they were so close to the lands where they can live safely.When they enter the border , 

the officials give them  the package of provision and clothes. The road make them  worn 

out .Elif becomes so happy when a babydoll is come out from provision.She smiles like she 

forgets everything. 

   They don’t know what they are going to do. They  go to different places after they do 

necessary procedure. The peole who see them  do everything  for them  to help. The time 

passes like that. The last stop is İzmir for them.  One day when they go around the street 

, they come across a neighborhood which’s name is Papatya. They go to the neighborhood’s 

real estate agent Hikmet. Mr.Hikmet is an  experienced man. When he meets with Elif , his 

daughter comes his mind. She is at the same age of Elif. He feels upset. He finds a cheap 

rental house for them. 

    The owners of this house are grandpa Mehmet and grandma Ayşe who are two good old 

people. Normally they live on the top floor and they give the bottom floor to rent. 

However, when they see their situation , they don’t want them to pay rent. Fatma objects 

this but Grandpa Mehmet says in a decisive way: 

- It can’t be, my daughter . We are alone people,. You will bring jolliness to us. 

‘’Jolliness’’ is  a how nice word. If so , is their life going good now? 

     The neighbors come together and want to pay their rent but grandpa Mehmet says 

seriously ;,No  and he doesn’t give permission them . He says ; We are old, you can move to 

upstairs. It is difficult to ascend the stairs for us. 

   Mrs.Fatma understands that grandpa Mehmet wants them to move the flat which 

includes furnitures. Mrs. Fatma can’t say anything  and at this time she starts to sob. 

   Two weeks pass after the family move. They have already had a stable life. They get 

used to this neighborhood. The tailor Güler sews new clothes for them. The groceryman 

Mahmut gives their needs , their neighbor Emine cooks for them and her son Mert plays 

with Elif. Mrs. Fatma has had a job. She says her son Hasan’’My son you can continue your 

education. Thanks God you don’t need to work anymore. 
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    Hasan makes his registration to the High School for graduation.He has already lost a 

few years but it doesn’t matter. He should graduate from High School and choose a good 

job.  

    The kids keep going to school. The neighbors don’t give up helping them. They are so 

happy together. Until Elif gets sick. Elif has been diagnosed with leukemia. She goes to 

the hospital. The doctors try to heal her but t they can’t.  Elif passes away. 

    The whole neighborhood is mourning deeply. Everybody gets really upset.  The toy that 

Elif grabbed firmly and babydoll that was given to her when she came to Turkey first 

were left behind Elif. 

   It has been many years since Elif passed away.  Hasan studied so hard and he became a 

doctor. Doctor Hasan has tried to discover a new treatment for leukemia disease. He 

couldn’t find a treatment for leukemia but he has led to the easy detection of cancer 

diagnosis. He always helps people and  heal their illnesses. He never lets his patients have 

the same end like his sister. Maybe beautiful Elif died but she makes millions of people 

alive… 
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MY KITTY 
 

The story that I’ll tell you  was  five years ago ,when I was six. One  Saturday,While I was 

walking with my mum on the road of coming back form the bazaar, İt was rainin like cats 

and dogs.The Bazaar wasn’t far from our house and we were caught in the rain on the road. 

Every Saturday bazaar was settled down in our Street and people met their needs from 

there because it was cheap and fresh.  

 

It was an ordinary day for me until I got into a grocery shop to buy a chocalate. ..Grocery 

was on our  Street which was very crowded and we did our everyday shopping from there. 

Grocery man was a kind  old and round man who sometimes gave sugar as a gift for   the 

children to make them happy.Barber shop was next to grocery. Behind of the shop,there 

was a park, I sometimes played with my friends in the park  when the weather was nice. 

And that day wasn’t a proper day to play. Nobody was at the park because of the weather.  

 

While I was going out of the grocer ,I heard a strange noise like a crying of a baby. I got 

close towards the noise by wondering where it was coming  from .I saw a liitle poor lost 

kitty  which was  crying next to the bin . He was in fear cold and hungar.I suppose he was 

looking for mum for food.I couldn’t help myself to be sensitive for  the poor kitty. I ran 

next to my mum  and wanted her to see the helpless kitty .When my mum saw him ,she felt 

sorry for him too. We know that we couldn’t leave him in such a situation.Otherwise he 

could die for suffer hungar or he could be crashed under the the cars passing 

continuosly.But we didn’t know what were we going to do with this little kitty. 

 

I begged my mum to take him with us to our house. 

“Please mummy ! 

“Can  we take him to our house? “ 

“Please mum ,I ‘m going to do whatever you want form me “ 

“Just for a few days” 

After just a  second thought , because we didn’t find any other option , mum accepted my 

request 

She said “Ok ,let’s take it  away to the home”  

“But only on one condition for only few days ” 

 

At that time I couldn’t tell how I was happy.I went to take it  with a little bit hesiate and 

exchitement.Everybody on the road was looking at me with a little kitty covered into my 

scarf . They seemed as they were thinking that  what I was  going to do with that kitty. 

   When  we arrieved home,it was five  in the afternoon .My elder brother and sister were 

at home .My brother Ali had come back from the basketball training  and was having  some 

snacks .My sister Janet was watching movie  They were suprised  when they saw the kitty . 

 

Su  said “What a cute kitty.Where did you  find him?  Is  he going to stay with us ?” 

Ali said “ I won’t look after him .I have got lot of things to do “ 

I said  “I promise that I am going to take care of him “ 
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Mum said “He can stay but only on one condition .only  Tonight he is going to stay  with us 

at home but tomorrow your dad is going to make small hut for him in the garden, 

.However  to be in the garden ,looking  for alive is always difficult and involving 

responsibilities  .You  should  help to take care of him and share the tasks of feeding 

,cleaning etc., “                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Everybody accepted because the kitty was so pretty and everybody loved him. 

 We started to work , First we dried it then We preapared a box for  him  to stay in it.,We 

covered  him with the blanket to get warm. 

Mum said “Give him a little warm  milk, he is  probably  hungary ” 

I took a cup and put  milk in it. He was scared  , he was afraid of even stepping. But he 

stayed in silent by looking around  as if he was thinking where am I and who are those 

people . When he came to himself ,he dared to step for drinking some milk.Everybody at 

home was following  him , he became a focus poinf of us.  Only mum returned her must 

tasks at home . She was prepairing meal for dinner when my dad came home . 

He said “ Hello children I am come in” 

Everybody said   “Hı dady welcome “by  looking at  each other .  

We didn’t say anything to him about the kitty . He also  didn’t noticed  the kitty .We 

helped mum to  set  the table for dinner .The kitty was sleeping while  we were having 

dinner . 

 Dad asked “what did you do today ?”  

I coulnd’t wait anymore to say my dad that we had found a kitty in the Street at the same 

time when  we heard the murmurring of the cat . The timing was super. 

“What?Is there a kitten in our house? ‘he said.  

I said  “Please dady don’t  get angry “ 

 “Oh my God! Errrrrrr where   that come from   “  he said in speechless. 

I said  “Yes Daddy we found him in the street in  alone in wet and in need while we were 

coming back from the bazaar with my family. What could  we do ? Do you think that we 

could  just  leave him there? My mum said me that you  can make a shed for him  “ 

My dad couldn’t know what to  say in thoughtful. I was waiting his Words in a worried. 

After a while MY dad said    “You’re right . He needs our help  so  We are going to help him 

. Tomorrow when we get up ,ıf the weather is well ,we’ll  start to built a hut for him It can 

stay at home just for tonight “ 

I couldn’t believe ,I hugged my dad and kissed him many times. 

“Ok! Stop !I am going to die , that’s enough “said my dad in joke . 

Everybody was happy and exchited at the table . I loved my family.  

That night I slept in wakeless with my kitty .  

The follwing day , we  had our breakfast at twelve .I remembered what my dad said 

yesterday night and god sake the weather was better than yeserday.Then I went in a 

hurry to my father and reminded his promise that said yesterday. 

My dad said “I always keep my promise  so we will make  that hut” 

I was very happy in impatient  

I asked “Dady when will we start?” 

 

My dad said “Don’t be in hurry  ,haste  makes waste  “ 
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He said “After everybody finishes their works we will start” 

I was suprised . 

I said “What ?Everybody is going to help to built a hut ,is it ?” 

He said “Yes Sure !This kitten is everyone’s kitten in the house so everybody has to help” 

I said “I suppose you will do it alone” 

He said “We are family . We are living together and we have to  live in colloboration”  

I said “You are right Dady let’s start then” 

 I called  the others.Everybody helped and we had a pretty cute hut for our kitty.  

 

 First ,He hesitated to step into his hut but after we put a thing that attrected his 

attention ,he dared to get into it.From now on it was his house.Next morning ,I went to 

look at my cat after my breakfast.I called “ kitty kitty where were you? “But I couldn!t 

find my  kitty because there  were more than one cat in our garden Mırnav ,Maviş were the 

other cats in our garden . After looking around , I found my kitty among the bushes . I 

wanted to name my cat but ,which name could be appropriate for him. 

 

 My grandmother always said to me that names are reflected someone  herself ,so I 

decided to name him according to his behaviours.My kitty likes playing game so I would 

called him as “player”. 

 

My dad said that we had to take the player to vet to check it up .My brother made some 

search about the vet near to us. There was a vet across the Street opposite the  park .I 

and my father went to the vet with the player in my hug .When I went there ,I saw  some 

children who had pets.My kiitty was so little that everybody sympathise to him .We  were 

waiting our turn ,the man with a big dog who had an  injured leg and  had difficulty in 

walking got out of the vet’s room.And now it was our turn ,We got into the room ,there was 

an examinin coach ,it was a small room with some Picture of pets on the Wall.The vet was 

so cute young man asked me “Is that your kitty?” 

I said “Yes” with a smile and proudly. 

He said” lets look how he is”  

While he was examinig he was giving some knowledge about my  kittens. 

He said “ He is a pretty kitten and he is a boy.He was lokking very healty only he had 

stayed a little hungry  “ 

I told  the story how we found  him  in the Street. 

The vet asked me “Had he got a name ?” 

I said “Yes the Player “ 

He said “What a good name !” 

He vaccinated   my cat and dropped a kind of medicane on his head agianst parasites.  

Then  Player  fell loosely  and I becamed anxious about what was happened to him .The vet 

said me “Don’t worry everything was all right ,Just a minute  later he was going to be OK. 

 

He said “Take care of him .Buy a special cat food for infants from the market beacause he 

needed  good nutrution “ 

When  we got out of the vet ,I was so happy  becouse  my kitty was alright. 
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 First we stopped by the market to buy some needs for him .We bought cat food and cat 

litter for him then we came home. 

  Player was four years old. One day while my mum was making a cake in the kitchen  and I 

was helping her ,player came in .He jumbed onto the kitchen and he murmered .  

Mum said “Please Yağmur take him down the bang “ 

I thought that he wanted to eat cake. 

I said  mum he wanted a cake . 

Mum said “Come on Yağmur cats don’t like cake “ 

I said “Really mum I know that he wants to eat cake because he shows the cake with his 

paw.If he wants to play game he brings the” balls of string” 

Mum said “Oh! I see that you are good at what do the cats want ? 

After a while ,we cooked the cake and I cut a piece of cake and took  a small amount cake 

to the Player .He ate with real pleasure  but I learned  that the  food with sugar shouldn’t  

give to cats  when I searched on the on that day  because it can cause a blindness and it 

was bad for their livers. 

 

Time was passing with my wonder of Player and watching his growing  how fast it was. We 

had lots of photos and memories together. Even we celebrated his birthday we made 

birthday cake from salami .Player was four years old .Everybody bought presents for him , 

my dad bought litter box for him ,my mum bought a  cat scrabble carpet and I ,my sister 

and my brother bought a new cat to be a friend of him by putting our Money together .Her 

name is “Dot”.Player was very happy when he saw Dot . 

Finally Player died but Dot was with me still, I was both happy and sad……  

 

 

 


